
NOPPER Perm Reg’d CONTRACT & WARRANTY 

This is a contract made and entered into this             day of                       . By and between Debbie & Keith
Garland, Nopper Perm Reg’d (Seller) and                                                                                                        .
That for and in consideration of the mutual promises contained, and the covenants, conditions and terms hereof
including the purchase price of $ 1600.00  the parties agree as follows.

I) Buyer agrees to keep Nova Scotia Duck Toller tattoo  #                       CKC litter  registration number   
                              and assume all expenses and liabilities incurred.

II) Buyer agrees to have the above dog spayed/neutered by a licensed veterinarian no earlier than 9
(nine) months of age. The spay/neuter certificate shall constitute final payment for the dog. When the buyer
provides the seller with a copy of the spay/neuter certificate the seller will then provide the buyer with the CKC
papers. 

III) Buyer agrees to take good care of the dog. Proper medical care and yearly health checks are a must.
Proper precautions should be taken against theft or running away, the dog's well-being should always be a
prime concern. The seller retains the right to reclaim any dog (at not cost or obligation) at any time it is
deemed the Buyer is remiss in caring for the dog. This shall included but is not limited to: Tying out or chaining
up for any length of time, being left in an unsanitary environment or any mental or physical cruelty.

IV) Buyer agrees to enroll the dog in a dog socialization class and an obedience class if at all possible.

V) Seller warrantees the health of the dog for two years from date of birth, providing proper medical
treatment is provided and the dog seems well cared for. If the dog should be diagnosed as harboring any
debilitating congenital condition, the Buyer may return said dog, along with documentation of medical
condition and the CKC papers and the Seller will replace the dog with a similar quality dog when available. In
cases where the Buyer elects to keep said dog no replacement will be provided.

VI) If for any reason Buyer elects not to keep said dog, the dog shall return such to Nopper Perm Reg’d
within 72 hours of purchase for a refund of purchase price less $500.

VII) If for any reason Buyer cannot keep said dog at any time beyond the 72 hour return period, said
dog will be returned to Nopper Perm Reg’d at no cost or obligation. Under no circumstances will the buyer sell,
give, or place this dog with anyone other than the breeder. Failure to return the dog will result in the buyer
being in breach of contract and be liable for the sum of $1600. This is non-negotiable. 

VII) This dog is being sold on a NONBREEDING contract.  If the dog becomes pregnant either by
accident or as a result of a planned breeding, the buyer will be in breach of this contract and as a result liable for
the sum of $2000.00 for each dog born.  The seller will also retain the option of confiscating the dog for no
consideration to the buyer.  This is not negotiable.   

Seller:    

Buyer:

www.nopperdogs.com
1-866-887-8834

http://www.nopperdogs.com

